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October 23, 2013 

 

MOOYAH Partners- 

I trust this finds everyone doing well. 

Throughout the last year, we have heard from a number of franchise partners about the importance of 
improving operations. With a unified vision of being the best burger brand in the business, Todd Istre 
(co-founder) and I continuously identify ways to improve MOOYAH.  

We believe our next phase of incremental improvement required a new approach in our leadership. 
As you know, we promoted Michael Mabry to VP of Operations and Development as step one. Step 
two will be placing the right leader at the top. As such, Todd and I mutually agreed to unwind our 
partnership with Bill Spae, effective immediately. I will be stepping into the role as the interim 
CEO/President. We have undertaken a search process that will be equal parts thoughtful and 
thorough. 

Although we are making several leadership changes, our brand continues to flourish. Our recent New 
Menu test is going great. Our Guests love our upgraded tray presentation and we are experiencing a 
minimum of a 1% decrease in our overall Paper Costs…Win-Win. The other significant menu upgrade 
has been the introduction of our New 5.33 oz. Single Patty MOOYAH Burger. We are now smashing 
and searing the beef on the flattop, greatly enhancing our Guests’ burger experience. I am very 
excited to hear that many of you have an interest in learning more and possibly rolling out this new 
menu before the end of the year.  

Additionally, Clif Geisler, Director of Purchasing, has worked extremely hard to reduce product and 
paper costs. While it’s too early to quantify the savings, I believe you will be pleased with the results. I 
will be working closely with Clif to ensure that we are thoroughly communicating all purchasing 
initiatives.   

To continue elevating the marketing behind our brand, Natalie Anderson, Director of Marketing, has 
and will continue to focus on Local Store Marketing, Guest Loyalty Program, Gift Card Sales and 
Operations Excellence. Operations Excellence is a program designed to financially reward the 
operators that are consistently delivering the MOOYAH Experience to our Guests. I don’t have to tell 
any of you how competitive our better burger space is and the importance of hiring and training the 
best operators we can find. Having been in restaurant operations for 27 years, I know that it’s our 
people that make the difference.  

We have an outstanding brand with fantastic partners. I am excited to listen, learn and lead MOOYAH 
into 2014. Please feel free to call me with questions.  

Rich Hicks  
214.455.3003 


